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1. INTRODUCTION 
As a generalization of Freudenthal’s compactification of rim-compact 
Hausdorff spaces [S], Fan and Gottesman introduced the concept of normal 
base and have constructed a compactification for any regular space with a 
normal base [S]. The Fan-Gottesman compactification includes Wallman 
compactification of normal spaces and Aleksandrov one-point compactifica- 
tion of locally compact spaces as particular cases. The results in the present 
paper are mainly consequences of Fan-Gottesman Theorem [5, Theorem 11; 
other concepts employed are Aleksandrov compactification ciT of a completely 
regular space T [I], [7], W 11 a man H-closed extension w(X) of a Hausdorff 
space X, and the maximal binding families relative to all open sets in a 
space [5]. 
A new concept called pseudonormality, analogous to but weaker than 
normality, is introduced. A regular pseudonormal space is completely regular 
but the converse is untrue. There are pseudonormal spaces that are not 
normal, namely, the well-known Sorgenfrey plank, Tychonoff plank, and the 
Moore (Niemytzki) plane. 
As a real-valued continuous function f (bounded or unbounded) on a 
Hausdorff space X can be continuously extended over w(X), denoted by 
f, we will show that f has a unique extension [ on the collection X** of 
maximal binding families in X in some sense described below. A Hausdorff 
space X is weakly periphery-compact if and only if continuous functions j on 
w(X) separate points in w(X); and a regular space X is pseudonormal if and 
only if all Jon X* * separate points in X**. A Hausdorff space is completely 
regular if and only if for each pair (x, y), x E X, y E X**, and x # y, there is a 
continuous function f on X such that f(x) #J(y). 
A new construction for the Stone-Tech compactification j3T of a completely 
regular space T, based on the Wallman H-closed extension W(T), will be 
given and hence a new proof for the Stone-Tech extension theorem. The 
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Fan-Gottesman compactification T* of a regular pseudonormal space T 
with respect to the normal base formed by all open sets in T coincides with 
the Stone-Tech compactification PT. 
P. S. Aleksandrow posed the following question in [2]: whether the Stone- 
Weierstrass approximation theorem holds in the Wallman H-closed extension 
w,(T) of a completely regular space T. A solution of the problem, based on 
some results of Katetov in the theory of minimal Hausdorff space, has been 
given by Flachsmeyer [6] and also by Porter and Thomas [14]. A new proof of 
the Flachsmeyer-Porter-Thomas theorem will be given as a deduction of the 
Fan-Gottesman theorem and the theory of Wallman H-closed extensions. 
The Tietze extension theorem for normal spaces will be generalized to 
pseudo-normal spaces. Aleksandrov also conjectured in [I] that the relation 
aT = a’T holds only if T is normal. We show that aT = a’T holds for a 
wider class of spaces. Consequently, in addition to the counterexamples 
constructed by Bonnard [4] and Tong [17], the Sorgenfrey plank, Tychonoff 
plank, and Moore plane are also counterexamples to Aleksandrov’s conjecture. 
2. WALLMAN H-CLOSED EXTENSIONS 
Let X be a Hausdorff space and Q the family of all closed subsets of X. A 
subfamily of a is said to have strong finite intersection property (SFIP)l if 
any finite intersection of members of the subfamily contains a nonvacuous 
open set. We denote the set of all maximal subfamilies of 6 with SFIP by 
W(X). Two elements IV, , W, of W(X) are called equivalent if both of them 
contain the closures of open neighborhoods of a point x in X and the 
equivalence class thus defined corresponding to the point x is called a fixed 
end, denoted by ‘3(x). A n e ement in W(X) which does not belong to any 1 
fixed end is called a free end and is denoted by !I3. The collection of all fixed 
ends ‘$I(%) and all free ends B in X is an H-closed space wr(X) if it is endowed 
with Katgtov topology: a neighborhood of a fixed end ‘%(x0) is defined as the 
collection of fixed ends U* = {2I(x): x E U} for a neighborhood U of x0 
while a neighborhood of a free end !.B is the union of 23 and the interior a of a 
member V of 23. In other words, if we identify a(x) with the point x in X, the 
neighborhoods of N(x) are just the open neighborhoods of x in X and the 
neighborhoods of a free end !I3 are the union of 23 and the interiors of members 
of 23. 
The H-closed space wr(X) is essentially the Katetov H-closed extension 
K(X) in terms of maximal families of closed sets with SFIP, (see [ 1 I, 211). 
’ SFIP was originally called “Pseudo Finite Intersection Property” in [20]. 
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A second topology, Wallman topology, is introduced to the collection of 
fixed ends ‘8(x) and free ends 8 in X as follows: a neighborhood of a free end 
B is the union of B and 8 for B E 8 in addition to the set of free ends 
{2&: 23, has a member C 8) and a neighborhood of a fixed end a(x) is just 
the union of a neighborhood N(x) and the set of free ends (23,: b, with a 
member C m(x)}. 
The H-closed space w(X) with Wallman topology is denoted by wz(X). It 
has been proved by Liu in [13] and Porter-Thomas in [14] that there is 
continuous mapping from ml(X) onto w&X). In fact, wl(X) and wz(X) are 
pseudohomeomorphic [20]. By an H-closed space w(X) is meant hereafter 
either wl(X) of ma(X). 
LEMMA 1. Every bounded real-valued continuous functions f on X can be 
continuously extended over w(X). 
Proof. First let w(X) be wi(X). To a member B, of a free end 23, let 
We can show that for any E > 0, b, - A, < E for some B, E!B. 
Suppose b, - a, 2 E for all B, . Then bB - a, 3 b,, - aEs > E if 
B,, = B, n 4 , and M-L 2 E where M = glb(b,} and L = lub{a,}. 
The two closed sets 
x:f(x)>,M-+ 
t 
and Q = lx: f(x) <L + c/ 
intersect members of B in sets with nonvacuous interior and, therefore, 
belong to B. But P n Q = ~3 that is contradictory. 
Therefore, the nets of points {b,} and {a,} converge to the same point 
L = M which is defined to be the value of f at !%. It is clear that 
a, <J(23) < b, andf is continuous at % in wi(X). 
Now let w(X) be wa(X) and b, - aiy < E. if@) - f(&)/ < b, - aor < E 
for all 23, which has a member contained in B, E 23 and the continuity off’ 
at % in ma(X) follows. Similarly, we see that J is continuous in us(x) at any 
point x E X. 
Denote the algebra of all bounded real-valued continuous functions on 
w(X) by E(w(X)) and let 
S(w,) = {w:f(w) =“f(W,),fE fqw(X)), w, w() E w(X)}. 
Then w(X) is decomposed into disjoint closed sets S(w,) for w0 E w(X). It is 
cIear S(w,) forms an equivalence class if two points w1 , w2 belonging to the 
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same S(w,,) are defined to be equivalent. The quotient space Q(X) of w(X) 
for this equivalence relation is also H-closed since the mapping p: w - S(W) 
is continuous. 
Fan and Gottesman introduced the concept of maximal binding families in 
[5]. A bindingfamily in a Hausdorff space X is a nonempty family .9 of open 
sets in X such that J1 n ... n & # o for A, ,..., A,, E 9. A binding family 
is maximal if it is not contained in any larger binding family and a maximal 
binding family x* is called free if 
In the sequel we assume all spaces are Haudorff and adopt the following 
notations: for any set A in a space X, let 2 = closure of A in X, A = closure 
of A in w(X) and A” = closure of A in Q(X), that is the closure in Q(X) of all 
equivalence classes containing points in A. For any bounded continuous 
real-valued functions f on X, f, f, f d eno e, t respectively, the extended func- 
tions off on w(X), Q(X), and X**, where X** denotes the totality of maximal 
binding families with respect to all open sets in X. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a nonvoid open set in a space X. If each pair (x, y) 
of points for x E G and y E X - e is separated by a continuous function on X, 
then the union of sets of points in equivalent classes which contain points in G is 
closed in w(X). 
Proof. We denote the equivalent class containing a point w E w(X) by 
S(w) as before. Let w,, be a limit point of the union lJ {S(w): w E e}. The set 
H(f, 4 = {w: If(w) -J(%>l < %f E C(X), E > 01 u G 
is regularly closed and the intersection & H(fi , Q) contains a nonvoid 
open set. Then the family of all H(f, l ) has SFIP and the intersection of 
H(f, c) for f E C(X) and 6 > 0 is nonempty since G is H-closed [20]. Any 
point wr belonging to the intersection is equivalent to w, . Therefore w, 
belongs to u {S(w): w E c} and the lemma is 
It should be noted that the complement of 8 
roved. 
in Q(X) consists of equivalent 
classes which are contained in w(X) - (?, that is, equivalent classes which 
have fixed ends in x - G or free ends with X-as their members. 
The collection f* of closures of the members in a maximal binding family 
x* is called the closure of x*. 
LEMMA 3. The closure 3 of a free maximal binding family x* in a 
Hausdorfl space X consists of the members of ends, contained in 9. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that each A1 E f* is a member of some end, 
contained in %*. Let F(&) be a maximal family of the members of X* with 
SFIP and containing Ji . Suppose that F(Ji) is not an end. Then F(Ji) can 
be swelled to an end 23 and there is an open set A such that A E 8 and 
n;=,A n Bi = ,0 -- 
- 
for Bi E x*. X - A belongs to 23 since X - A contains 
fir==, B, and intersects each members of F(& in a set with nonvoid interior. - 
But 2 and X - A cannot be the members of the same end 23 and a con- 
tradiction is reached. 
LEMMA 4. Any bounded continuous real-valued function f on a Hausdorfl 
space X can be uniquely assigned a value3 (x*) at a free maximal binding family 
x* in X in the sense: for any E > 0 and a member A of x* there is a member B 
of x* such that 2 n B # % and x E B implies If(x) -3(x*)/ < E. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, f can be continuously (and thus uniquely) extended 
on any free end b in w(X). It is obvious that f assumes the same value at all 
ends if the interiors of their members belong to the same maximal binding 
family x*. The common value for all ends in x* is the desired number 
for 3 (iv*). 
3. PSEUDONORMALITY 
DEFINITION. A space X is called pseudo-normal if, for any two open -- 
subsets A, B of X with disjoint closures A, B, there are disjoint open sets P, 
QwithACPandBCQ. 
The pseudonormal spaces have all the properties analogous to those of 
normal spaces and many classical examples for nonnormal completely 
regular spaces are actually pseudonormal. 
EXAMPLE 1. Sorgenfrey Plank. Let L be the real line with right semi- 
open interval topology. The product space X = L x L is called the Sorgenfrey 
Plank. It is well known that X is completely regular and non-normal [15]. 
We will show that X is pseudonormal. 
Let A and B be two nonvoid open sets in X with disjoint closures 2 
and B. H(A) denotes the subset of the boundary of A whose points has a 
distance from B greater than zero and K(A) is the part of the boundary 
consisting of points which have zero distance from B. We define H(B) and 
K(B) similarly. For each x E H(A), assign a semiopen square N(x, n) of 
width l/n and with x as its left-lower corner if the distance from x to B is 
greater than 3/n and for x E K(A), assign N(x, n) if N(x, n/3) n B == .@. 
Let S(A, n) = {x: x E K(A) and x is the left-lower corner of some N(x, n)). 
409/4712-4 
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Then each x E K(B) has a distance greater than zero from S(A, n). For, 
otherwise, any semiopen square neighborhood of x would contain some point 
q of A in the interior of the square and q would belong to N(x, n) for some 
x E K(A) that is contradictory. Now it is clear the closure of the union 
u {N(x, n): x E S(A, n)} is disjoint from B. 
Let 
u, = u {N(x, n): x E H(A) u K(A)}, 
v, = u {N(x, n): x E H(B) u K(B)}, 
and 
Cl,’ = U, - U {V,: P < n} 
V,’ = v, - (J {D,: p < a}. 
Then U,’ n V,’ is void for all m and n and consequently (J {Un‘: n = 1, 2,...} 
is disjoint from U {Vn’: n = 1, 2,...}. Then 
[(J {Un’: n = 1, 2,...}] U A and [u {T/,‘: n = 1, 2,...}] u B 
are disjoint open sets containing 2 and B, respectively. 
EXAMPLE 2. Tychonoff Plank. If w is the first infinite ordinal and Q the 
first uncountable ordinal, then the Tychonoff Plank is defined to be 
X = [0, Q] x [0, w] - (Q, w), where both spaces [0, Q] and [0, w] are given 
the interval topology. Let A and B be two nonvoid open sets in X with 
disjoint closures 2 and B. The Stone-Tech compactification /3X is 
X u {(Q, w)>. Denote the closures of A and B in /3X by 2 and l?. If A = A 
and 8 = B, then there are disjoint open sets 0 and P in /3X containing A 2s 
and B, respectively, and therefore A, B are contained in disjoint open sets 
U=OnXandV=PnXinX.IfA#J,andB=B,thenff,Bare 
disjoint in flX. A # A and 8 # B would imply A n 8 = (9, w)} and lead to 
a contradiction. 
Suppose A n B = {(Sz, w)}. Then there are sequences {tmi), {tn,) of positive 
integers such that the sets 
Mi = {ai: (cxi , t,J E A} and 
all have the point D as their limit in the space [Q, 01. We can choose (~l~ E Mi , 
pi E Ni satisfying the condition 
a$ < /9, < Lx2 < /?z < ... < a, < /3, < ‘.. . 
Let y be the least cardinal that is greater than 01~ and pi . Then y < Q and 
each neighborhood of the point (y, w) contains some (ai , t,<) and (Bi , t,,). 
Therefore (y, w) belongs to 2 and B and A is not disjoint from B. This *is 
contradictory to the assumption. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Moore (Niemytzki) Plane. Let X be the closed upper half 
plane {(x, Y): Y 2 01 in the real plane R2. For each point in the open upper 
half plane, basic neighborhoods are the usual open squares and at the pointsp 
on the x-axis, the basic neighborhoods are the sets {p} u D, where D is the 
open disk in the upper half open plane which is tangent to the x-axis at the 
point p. 
The pseudo-normality of the Moore plane can be proved by the same 
argument as for Sorgenfrey plank. 
THEOREM 1. Every regular pseudonormal space is completely regular but the 
converse is not true. 
Proof. The family of all open sets in a pseudonormal space forms a 
normal base2 in the sense of Fan and Gottesman [5] and the first part of the 
theorem follows from the Fan-Gottesman Theorem: If a regular space R 
has a normal base ‘$, then T is homeomorphic to a dense subset of the Fan- 
Gottesman compactification T*. 
Conversely, let P be the Tychonoff plank. Let Pi = {(t, i): t E P} for 
i = 1, 2, 3. Identify ((Y, w, 1) with (01, W, 2) for all 01 < Sz and identify 
(9, n, 2) with (G, n, 3) for all n < W. Then the quotient space 
Q = PI u P2 u P3 with identification topology is completely regular [IO] 
but the two disjoint regular closed sets PI and P3 cannot be contained in two 
disjoint open sets. 
The counterexample in the proof of the theorem was communicated by 
Jack Porter. 
4. SEPARATION THEOREMS 
Two disjoint sets A and B in a topological space X is said to be separated by 
continuous functions on X if there is f E C(X) such that f(A) = 1 and 
f(B) = 0. The complete regularity of a topological space is defined in terms 
of such separation property for each pair of closed set and a point disjoint 
from the set. Since we have succeeded in extending continuous functions on a 
Hausdorff space X over w(X) and X**, it is interesting to find some relations 
between topology and separation properties relative to w(X), G(X), and X**. 
A Hausdorff space is called weakly periphery-compact if, for each open set A 
in X, the boundary of the interior of A is either compact or void. The condi- 
tion is stronger than Freudenthal’s rim-compactness [8]. 
2 A base ‘p of a space is called normal if: (1) A, B E !JJ * A n BE 9, (2) A E !@ 
implies “complement of A E ‘$,” (3) For any open set U in the space and any A E ‘p 
such that A C U, there exists a B E ‘p such that A C B C B C U. 
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LEMMA 5. The closure of each free maximal binding family in a regular 
space T consists of a single end sf and only sf T is weakly periphery-compact. 
Proof. The closure X* of a free maximal binding family x* consists of the 
members of ends contained in Z* by Lemma 2. Suppose that T is weakly 
peripherycompact and two ends 9I and b belong to f*. Then A n B f ,CJ 
for each A E 2I and each B E 8 and there are A, E % and B, E?B with 
An&=@((Ad enotes the interior of the set A). Let 
F={BE23:k&nli= ef}. 
Then nBEF (A, n B) = o and there exist BI ,..., B, such that 
A, nB,n ... n B, = o 
on account of compactness of the boundary of A. But 
A, nB,n ... n B, # ,a 
since B, n ... n B, E 23. It follows from the contradiction that each closed 
free maximal binding family in T consists of one end. 
Conversely, assume that the closure of each free maximal binding family in 
T consists of a single end and let P be an open set with a noncompact boundary 
of P. Then there is a family 6 of closed subsets of the boundary with finite 
intersection property and void intersection. Let K E 6 and let 0, be the 
collection of all open sets containing K. It is clear that floEOK Q = K. Both 
the family Sy, of open sets {Q n & Q E SK} and the family L! of open sets 
{Q n (T - H): Q E t?,} have SFIP and belong to the same maximal binding 
family. But the closures of the members in $ and 2 generate two distinct 
free ends and the contradiction completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. For a regular space x, w(X) = Q(X) is and only if X is 
weakly periphery-compact. 
Proof. If w(X) = Q(X), then each free maximal binding family consists 
of a single end by Lemma 3 and hence X is weakly periphery-compact. 
Conversely, if X is weakly periphery-compact, then X is pseudonormal and 
each free maximal binding family consists of a single e_nd by Lemma 5. By the 
Fan-Gottesman Theorem, the continuous functionsf on the Fan-Gottesman 
compactification X* of X separate the points in X* and hence the functionsf 
separate the points in w(X). Therefore, we have w(X) = Q(X). 
THEOREM 3. A regular space T is completely regular ;f and only ;f each 
pair (x, y) of points for x E T and y E w(T) (x # y) is separated by a continuous 
function on w(T). 
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Proof. For any free end y in T there is a member A of y such that x $ A. 
If T is completely regular, x and A, and hence x and y can be separated by 
continuous function. 
Let F be a closed set in T and x a point not belonging to F. Pick an open - 
neighborhood P with P n F = 0. The closure T - P of T - P in w(T) is 
H-closed. Since the point x and any pointy in P are separated by a continuous 
function on w(T), there is a continuous function f such that f’(x) = I and - 
J(r-- P) = 0 by Lemma 3. 
COROLLARY. Let T be a Hausdorff space and T** be the collection of all 
maximal binding families with respect to all open sets in T. Then T is completely 
regular if and only af a point x E T and any point y E T**, y # x can be separated 
by the extended function f over T** of a continuous function f on T. 
THEOREM 4. A regular space T is pseudonormal af and only sf the extended 
functions, over the collection T** of maximal binding families, of the continuous 
functions on T, separates the points in T**. 
Proof. If T is pseudonormal, then the continuous functions f on the 
Fan-Gottesman compactificatiop of T separates the maximal binding fami- 
lies. Let f be the restriction of j on T and x* be any free maximal binding 
family. It is easy to see that p(x*) =j(x*) where j(x*) is the number 
assigned to f at x* in Lemma 4. Hence the extended functions over T** 
separates the points in T**. 
If the extended functions of the continuous functions on T over T** 
separate the elements in T**, then each point in Q(T) consists of a single 
maximal binding family. Let P and Q be two nonvoid open sets in T with 
disjoint closures P and Q. Any maximal binding family with P as a member is 
distinct from each maximal binding family containing Q. Then the closures 
p, & of P, 8 in Q(T) are disjoint and there is a continuous function j3 on - - 
G(T) such that g”((4 = 1 and f(Q) = 0. Hence P, Q are contained in two 
disjoint open sets U and V in T, respectively. 
5. STONE-TECH COMPACTIFICATION 
The theory of Wallman H-closed extensions of HausdorR spaces gives rise 
to a new construction for the Stone-Tech compactification j?T of a completely 
regular space T. The Stone-Tech compactification ,6T is usually achieved 
by embedding T into a compact space, the product of infinitely many copies 
3 As pointed out by the referee, the existence of g is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.3 in [14]. 
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of intervals [0, I] with product topology (see [9, 121). Aleksandrov first gave 
his compactification a’T = j3T by adjoining new points to T, called com- 
pletely regular ends [I] and it was also accomplished by Katetov by means of 
his H-closed extension K(T) [ 1 I]. Katetov’s construction, however, is derived 
from some results in connection with the theory of minimal Hausdorff space 
and M. H. Stone’s semiregularity which is more general than regularity [16]. 
In the following, a new construction for /IT will be given in Theorem 5, 
which is an outcome of Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Theorem 3, and conse- 
quently, the new proof for the Stone-Tech Theorem (Theorem 6) is com- 
paratively simple. 
Let C(L)(T)) be th e a Ig b e ra of all bounded real-valued continuous functions 
on JJ( T) and let x,, E Q(T). Then the set 
S=~x~~(T):I~(x)--f~((5)1 <c,i= I,2 ,..., n} 
for { E K(s2( T)) . 1s o p en in SZ(T) and the topology generated by the totality 
of such sets as a subbase is called the weak topology for Q(T). Denote the 
space fi( T) endowed with weak topology by S,(T). 
THEOREM 5. For a completely regular space T, L$( T) coincides with the 
Stone-tech compactzjication PT. 
Proof. Each bounded real-valued continuous function on T has continu- 
ous extension on w(T) by Lemma 1 and hence on G(T) and Q,(T). L),(T) is 
H-closed and regular, and therefore a compact Hausdorff space containing T 
as a dense subset. 
It remains to be shown that T is topologically embedded in Q,(T). The 
equivalence class S(x) in w(T) containing a point x E T as a member consists 
of the point x only by Theorem 3. We can show that each open set Q in T 
is the intersection of an open set G in G’,(T) and the space T if Q # T. The 
dy 
closure T - Q of T - Q in GI(T) is actually the set equivalence classes in -- 
w(T) each of which has a member belonging to T - Q, the closure of T - Q 
in w(X), by Lemma 2. Denote &(T) - (TTQ) by G. It is clear that Q C G 
and Q = G n T. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 6 (Stone-Tech). If T is a completely regular space, Y a compact 
Hausdorff space, and f : T + Y is continuous, then f has a continuous extension F 
over /3T. 
Proof. First show that f has a unique continuous extension over 
w(T) into Y. Let !B E w(T) - T. Then nBtiEB f (B,) # o since the collec- 
tion of closed sets {f (BJ: B, E 233) h as fi ‘t rn e intersection property and Y is a 
compact Hausdorff space. We can show that 0 f (BJ consists of a single 
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point. Suppose n f(B,) contains two distinct points y1 and ys . There is a 
continuous functiong on Y into [O, l] such thatg(y,) # g(y,). The composite 
function g 0 f is a bounded real-valued continuous on X and can be continu- 
ously extended at 23 by Lemma 1 which is contradictory. Similarly, if 
j(BJ # f(23,) for Bi , bs E w(T) - T, then 23, and 8, do not belong to 
the same equivalence class in w(T). I n other words, f has a unique extension f 
over w(X). = 
Now it remains to show that the extension f on Q(T) is continuous on the 
space 52,(T). If IV, E Q,(T) - T, the set of points 
B = {y E Y: h&V,)] - h,(y) j < ei , i = l,..., n} 
is an open set in Y, where h, ,..., h, are real-valued continuous functions 
on Y. The inverse image of B by jis the set 
(W: /(hi 0J) (W) - (hi of) (IV,)1 < es, i = l,..., n}, 
which is open in Q,(T) by definition. The theorem follows if Q( T) is identified 
with /IT by Theorem 5 and denotej by F. 
Aleksandrov called a maximal family of open sets with FIP in a completely 
regular space T an ad Cl]. An end 5 is completely regular if the following 
condition is satisfied: A E f implies the existence of B E 5 and a continuous 
function f on T such that B C A and f (T - A) = 0, f(B) = 1. To each 
A E 5, the collection of completely regular ends containing A as a member 
is defined to be a neighborhood of 5, Aleksandrov showed that the space 
ol’T of all completely regular ends in T so topologized coincides with the 
Stone-Tech compactification /3T [l]. 
For a pseudonormal space T, the collection of all open sets in T forms a 
normal base in the sense of Fan-Gottesman [5] and the Fan-Gottesman 
compactification of T relative to the normal base is denoted by T*. 
THEOREM 7. If T is a regular pseudonormal space, the Fan-Gottesman com- 
pactijication T* with all open sets in T as a normal base, is homeomorphic to the 
Stone-Tech compactifcation /IT. Conversely, sf the Fan-Gottesman compact$ka- 
tion T* of a regular space T with respect to a normal base ‘$3 is not homeomorphic 
to /3T, then some member of $3 has an open subset which does not belong to ‘p. 
Furthermore, each completely regular end is contained in a unique element in T** 
only if T is pseudonormal. 
Proof. Let t* E T* (t* # 4) and N be a neighborhood of t* in T”. 
Following Fan-Gottesman’s notation in [5], let 
#(A) = {x* E T*: there exists a B E x* with B C A} 
for each open set A. We can find an open set A such that x* E #(A) 
and #(A) C N. Then A E t* and NE t* on account of A C N. Since 
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the collection of all neighborhoods of t* in T* is a completely regular 
end defined by Aleksandrov in [l], each t* E T* contains all members of one 
and only one completely regular end. On the other hand, two distinct points 
in T* contains distinct completely regular ends. The one-to-one mapping 
from T* onto a’T thus established is continuous and is therefore a homeo- 
morphism. ol’T coincides with /3T (see [l, 71) and the first part of the theorem 
is proved. 
Conversely, suppose that each nonvoid open subset of any member of $3 
belongs to 5& Let A be an open set in T. There is an open set B C T - B 
such that B C T - 2, A belongs to $3 since T - B g !B, and A is a subset 
of T - B. Then ‘$3 contains all the open sets in T and T is pseudonormal. 
T* = or’T by the first part of the theorem. 
Let P and Q be open sets with disjoint closures P and Q in T. Then the 
closures P’ and Q in &T are also disjoint, for otherwise, any completely 
regular end in the intersection of P’ and Q would be contained in two distinct 
elements in T** which have P and Q as their members, respectively. 
6. GENERALIZED TIETZE EXTENSION THEOREM 
LEMMA 6 (Generalized Urysohn Lemma). A regular space T is pseudo- 
normal ;f and only if, given any two nonvoid open sets P, Q in T with disjoint 
closures P, Q, there is a continuous function f on T such that f(P) = 1 and 
f (8) = 0. 
Proof. Let T be pseudonormal. Then the closures P, Q of P and Q in the 
Fan-Gottesman compactification T* with all open sets as a normal base are 
disjoint and there is a continuous functionjon T* such thatJ”(F) = 1 and 
p(‘(&) = 0. The restriction f of i on T satisfies the condition that f (P) = 1 
and f(Q) = 0. 
The converse is obvious. 
The “regularity” in the statement of the lemma can be removed as in the 
proof of the classical Urysohn lemma [12, p. 1151. For regular spaces, how- 
ever, the generalized Urysohn lemma is an immediate result of the Fan- 
Gottesman Theorem. 
THEOREM 8 (Generalized Tietze Extension Theorem). Let A be the 
closure of a nonvoid open subset of a pseudonormal space T. Then any continuous 
function f on A to [-1, l] has a continuous extension over T to [- 1, I]. 
Proof. Let C = {x: f (x) < -6, x E A} and D = {x: f (x) > &, x E A}. 
By Generalized Urysohn Lemma there is fi on T to [-+, +], such that 
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fi(C) = -+ andf,(D) = $. The rest of the proof is the same as that for the 
classical Tietze extension theorem. (We can assume that sup f = 1 and 
imff= -1.) 
COROLLARY. A space is pseudonormal if and only ;f the Generalized Tie&e 
Extension Theorem holds. 
7. ALEKSANDROV’S PROBLEMS 
We have defined the space ol’T for a completely regular space T, introduced 
by Aleksandrov in 1939 [l]. He also constructed in [l] a space olx for a 
regular space X as a collection of regular ends in X equipped with a system of 
neighborhoods for each end. A regular end in X is defined as a maximal 
family 8 of open sets with SFIP such that for each A E 8, there is a B E 6 
with B CA. Aleksandrov conjectured that crT = a’T for a completely 
regular space T only if T is normal. Negative answers to the conjectures have 
been given by Bonnard [4] and Tong [ 171. We will show in the following 
theorem that the conjecture is true for a wider class of spaces and therefore 
the classical nonnormal spaces, Sorgenfrey plank, Tychonoff plank, and Moore 
plane, are also counterexamples to the conjecture. 
THEOREM 9. If T is a regular pseudonormal space, then crT = c/T.~ 
Proof. A regular pseudonormal space is completely regular by Theorem 1. 
Let f be a regular end in T and A, B E f with B C A. Then there is a continu- 
ous function f such that f(B) = 0 and f(T - A) = 1 by the Generalized 
Urysohn Lemma and hence [ is a completely regular end. 
P. S. Aleksandrov posed the following question in [2]: whether the Stone- 
Weierstrass approximation theorem holds in q(T) for a completely regular 
space T. The solution of the problem has been given by Flachsmeyer [6] 
and also by Porter and Thomas [14]. A new proof of the solution is presented 
herein. 
THEOREM 10 (Flachsmeyer-Porter-Thomas). The Stone-Weierstrass theo- 
rem holds in Wallman H-closed extension w(T) of a regular space T if and only 
if T is weakly periphery-compact. 
Proof. By Theorem 8 in [21], the theorem holds if the continuous func- 
tions on w(T) separate the points; conversely, the separation of points by 
continuous functions on w(T) is a necessary condition for the validity of the 
4 As informed by the referee, the pseudo-normality condition also satisfies Votavova’s 
necessary and sufficient condition for aT = cu’T [Votavova: Conditions of compactness 
for Alexandroff’s space aP, Acta. Fat. Nat. Univ. Carol, Prague, No. 194, pp. 30-331. 
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theorem. It is clear that the problem is actually equivalent to whether the 
continuous functions on T, extended over W(T), separate the points in W(T), 
and is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 
Note added in proof. The author wishes to announce the following corrections: 
Theorem 3, Lemma 6, and Theorem 10 are corrected versions of Theorem 7, Lemma 6, 
and Theorem 10 in [21]. 
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